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An early access pathway of conditional approval for potentially
beneficial medicines is available within the European regulatory
framework. However, marketing authorization does not
necessarily result in recommendations for public funding by
health technology assessment (HTA) agencies. As conditional
approval goes along with less than complete data on benefits and
risks of a treatment option for a high medical need, this raises
the question how HTA decision-making is affected by these
uncertainties.

The conditional marketing authorization (CMA) procedure was
implemented in the European regulatory system in 2006 for cer-
tain categories of medicinal products with the potential to
address unmet medical needs in seriously debilitating, life-
threatening, or rare diseases, including cancer. CMA can be
granted on the basis of less than complete clinical data than is
required for standard marketing authorization (SMA), with the
condition that sponsors meet specific study obligations in the
postapproval phase.
Previous research suggests that, currently, CMA is used by the

European regulator and industry at the end rather than the begin-
ning of the marketing authorization process, and is not necessarily
resulting in earlier access.1 Moreover, one concern by industry,
which may contribute to not requesting CMA upfront, is a percep-
tion that CMA decreases the likelihood of reimbursement.
The question as to whether CMA has an impact on recommen-

dations for reimbursement by national HTA bodies could be con-
sidered from the perspective of two scenarios: first, use of the
CMA pathway results in a higher proportion of positive regulatory
HTA recommendations because of high unmet medical need. Sec-
ond, use of the CMA pathway results in a lower proportion of pos-
itive recommendations because of the less than complete data and
the precautionary reluctance to pay for uncertainty. This is explic-
itly an HTA dilemma, as, generally, the requirements for reim-
bursement or funding otherwise are not the same as those for

marketing authorization decision-making because of the emphasis
that HTA bodies place on features as therapeutic benefit, relative
effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, and, in some systems, also budget
impact.2

In order to substantiate this question, we compared HTA rec-
ommendations of six national HTA agencies in Europe for
oncology medicinal products approved in the period 2007 to
2012 (N 5 25), stratified for standard (SMA, i.e., N 5 17) or
CMA (i.e., N 5 8). Selection of six European jurisdictions was
done taking into account geographical distribution in the Euro-
pean Union, availability of information on HTA recommenda-
tions in public domain, and a defined official role of HTA
recommendations in the decision-making process on drug reim-
bursement. All anticancer drugs with initial oncology indication
approved by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) between 1
January 2007 and 31 December 2012 with both CMA and SMA
included in this study. Therefore, the results are likely to be rep-
resentative for CMA approvals post-2012. For more details about
methods and data see Supplementary Materials (Annex 1).

RESULTS
In Figure 1, the outcomes of HTA decision-making for the 25
oncology products (i.e., 8 CMA compared to 17 SMA), by the 6
European HTA bodies are summarized. We observed overall little
to no differences between recommendations of HTA bodies by
pathway. Only minor differences were observed within each indi-
vidual jurisdiction or when aggregating all recommendations over
6 HTA bodies. None of these differences were statistically signifi-
cant. Thus, HTA bodies that came to more positive decisions on
products approved through a SMA pathway did the same on
CMA products. This was also the case for negative decision-
making or proportions of products in which HTA review was still
pending. Our initial hypotheses of expected differences (i.e., the
two scenarios of relatively more positive HTA decisions because of
the recognized high medical need, or relatively more negative
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HTA decisions because of the high level of uncertainties in the
data), are not supported by this analysis.

DISCUSSION
Bringing promising oncology products to patients requires careful
weighing of available data to justify appropriate decision-making
on marketing authorization, and, consequently, access in terms of
reimbursement or other forms of funding. These are multifaceted
decisions and regulatory CMA schemes have been developed to
increase the uptake of these products in clinical practice under
certain strictly defined conditions. The study results suggest that
use of these schemes for oncology products does not affect the
likelihood that a product is recommended for reimbursement.
This suggests that HTA bodies balance data completeness and

medical needs in such a way that the prospect of a possible clini-
cal benefit for high unmet medical need ameliorates some of the
concerns over the availability of less than complete data. How-
ever, there seems to be some apparent similarities in the way regu-
latory and the individual HTA bodies weigh the data, their
limitations, and uncertainties, giving the prospect of a possible
clinical benefit for high unmet medical need.
We observed differences in outcomes between the individual

HTA bodies, which are most likely linked to institutional differ-
ences in national legal requirements, HTA criteria used, and sys-
tems of weighing benefits and risks of new oncology products.
This suggests that the individual HTA bodies have their own
institutional dynamics and logics that, to a certain degree, operate
independently from the products they review.
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Figure 1 Health technology assessment outcomes for conditional marketing authorization vs. standard marketing authorization for all jurisdictions
included in the study (total and per jurisdiction).
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Other factors also influence HTA recommendations (e.g., ini-
tial marketing authorization indication, evidence availability at
time of decision, therapeutic area, other interventions, and HTA
guidelines). However, in this research, we only investigated the
impact of conditional and standard marketing authorization on
HTA recommendations that could be considered a limitation of
the study. As the results showed similarity of outcome irrespec-
tive of pathway, this could suggest that these factors potentially
influence both groups equally. However, additional research on
other factors influencing HTA recommendations needs to be
considered.
Given that we did not find an association between regulatory

approval status and HTA decisions, there seems to be a need for
more effective alignment between regulatory and HTA bodies, as
recognized by many authors and research groups.3 Such align-
ment may become a critical feature throughout the whole prod-
uct lifecycle of a medicine.
More cooperation between regulatory and HTA bodies is par-

ticularly needed to ensure that there is alignment on which medi-
cines can be considered to fulfill high unmet medical need and
that the clinical evidence requirements for CMA as requested in
postmarketing obligations will be sufficient for both regulatory
approval and HTA recommendation. In fact, to create common
understanding of unmet medical need, early dialogue and scien-
tific advice is needed with participation from all stakeholders,
including regulators, HTA bodies, patients, and industry. Based
on such understanding, more informative choices can be made
regarding the route of regulatory review at the beginning of the
development process.
Another key aspect in regulatory HTA interactions is the need

for both parties to agree on the necessary postmarketing commit-
ments by the sponsor to provide comprehensive postapproval
data to confirm the original positive benefit-risk balance. This
collaboration is especially important to ensure that the studies
required as condition for CMA can also be conducted if reim-
bursement is needed or used for other additional requirements
for data by HTA bodies (i.e., relative effectiveness assessment).
Therefore, input from HTA bodies in designing such CMA stud-
ies would be a welcome addition.
There are numerous initiatives to align regulatory and HTA

activities better, of which the most influential in Europe is the
collaboration between EMA and EUnetHTA. The latter was
established to create an effective and sustainable network of
HTA organizations across Europe and consists of government-
appointed HTA organizations from Europe. Because of joint
effort of the network partners, some major methodological devel-
opments have been proposed in the field of HTA. EUnetHTA
and EMA meet biannually, and have provided parallel scientific
advice to medicine developers on multiple occasions. The model
could become a key success factor in providing early patient
access to drugs while ensuring that postmarketing obligations are
defined in such a way as to also satisfy criteria for reimbursement.
The already initiated continuous cooperation between EMA

and EUnetHTA provide some initiatives in this direction, result-

ing among others in the improvement of European Public Assess-
ment Reports published by EMA to meet HTA bodies’ needs.4

In its recently published new draft guidelines on scientific
application and practical arrangements on CMA, the EMA
advises the applicant to consider requesting parallel scientific
advice from HTA bodies before submission of the CMA
application.5

Novel performance-based coverage schemes have been pro-
posed and are currently under consideration internationally,
although are not widely used. Potentially, these models could also
recognize the evolving nature of data availability over time, which
could result in adaptive coverage decisions.
In conclusion, we found similar variability in HTA decision-

making between conditional and standard approved oncology
products through the Centralized European regulatory system.
The higher level of less than complete data in conditional
approved oncology products did essentially not result in large dif-
ferences in the way the HTA bodies included in this study treat
such dossiers. Nevertheless, improved alignment between regula-
tory and HTA authorities remains important.

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of
this article.
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